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W

elcome to the inaugural issue of go in
action - our company newsletter. It is
a quarterly publication that represents all that
this company stands for in terms of vision,
on-ground services and future plans. Every
issue of this newsletter will inform you about
developments in the company and will share
with you the ambitions and aspirations of the
management and the people who work at Gas & Oil Pakistan (Pvt.)
Ltd.
I take this opportunity to welcome you to Gas and Oil Pakistan
(Pvt.) Ltd., better known as GO, which is a newly established Oil
Marketing Company.

e believe in building bridges and go
in action is our way of doing it. The
concept of this newsletter is based on creating a platform that would link the company
with its employees as well as with our stakeholders. We aim to advocate and promote
Gas & Oil Pakistan (Pvt.) Ltd. through this
medium and hope our readers will encourage
us in the endeavour as we move forward.
You will appreciate that our HR policies and practices are
among the best in the industry. We attach great value to the essentials that propel us forward in attracting, inducting, engaging
and retaining high quality professionals. We are strong believers
in employee satisfaction and improvement of their skills. We make
considerable investments in training and development and in pro-
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P

ur inspiration is based on the quest to
improve our products and services, our
environment and our world. We endeavour to
build further on a strong legacy of sustainability and achieve goals that impact ecological endurance in the energy sector.
I welcome you to go in action – a quarterly newsletter devoted to promoting the oil
and gas sector in Pakistan. Through up-todate information concerning our business and performance in the
sector, we will endeavour in every issue to present viable solutions
through a retail program that presently covers more than 30 districts across Pakistan. As we go along, we plan to further expand
our retail network so that we can deliver our quality products to

revention from environmental degradation is a core value that we have incorporated in our products, services, operations and company culture. We are working
towards further developing our approach to
sustainability because we recognize our responsibility towards the environment.
The articles in this newsletter provide valuable insights into the GO objectives and
shed light on key areas of company operations related to the energy needs of the country and the compliance of Health, Safety
and Environment regulations in this context.
I am proud to be a part of the first issue of go in action
because it aims to uphold the company’s core values in a prac-
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Around GO

P

eople at GO, a forward-looking and dynamic company, are continuously engaged in
activities that increase comradeship and contribute to increasing their competency
levels. To this end, employees come together on different occasions to boost morale.

GO senior management in a meeting

Children and adults recite the Holy Quran at commencement of
Karachi GO office on January 26, 2015

GO Network Expands
E
ffective marketing and sales is the lifeblood of any
organization, more so a company marketing petroleum
products. Companies that are best-in-class in this sector align
their marketing and sales activities to key growth in annual
revenue.
In its brief existence, GO has been successful in making 52
sites operational. These cover almost all major highways, cities
and towns across the Punjab. A further 70 sites are under
construction and the GO target is to complete 100 sites by the
end of December 2015.
GO currently has 5 sales zones - Bahawalpur, Multan, Sahiwal,
North 1 and North 2. These are all served by teams of dedicated

sales professionals. As the company’s sales and marketing
operations expand to cover more areas, more sales zones will
be added to ensure ready availability of GO products at all retail
outlets.
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As we develop our corporate structure,
we are also working towards building our
growth momentum to become an established leader in the business. We have in our
team a number of experienced and qualified
professionals who are managing our various
business units, as we become fully geared
to meeting the energy needs of the country.
GO has established a visible presence in
the market by setting up depots and retail
outlets across Pakistan in addition to major investments in overall logistics, in our
head office in Lahore and in our Karachi office. We have laid a strong market foundation through our operations and are wholly
committed to serving the community. Our
customers will benefit from our top quality
services as we progress.
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Farhan Abbas Sheikh
viding incentive schemes and bonuses to
our people.
Our company enjoys close customer relationships which help us in expanding our
operations. We are proud of our achievements and I am confident that we will see
even greater growth and scale even greater heights in the coming times.
I warmly welcome all those who share
our vision of a future where sustainable
development is achieved through consistent growth. I am confident that with our
combined efforts, we will drive tomorrow
based on appropriate solutions today.

customer base within the industry. We will
continue to strive towards becoming innovators in providing gas and petroleum
facilities in the area through a number of
significant ways.
However, this is just the beginning. May
Allah bless us in satisfactorily delivering on
all avowed objectives.

Shehzad Mubeen

to come when it moves forward with the

more consumers.
We also aim to focus on building a solid

pace of development and action within

Bilal A. Ansari
tical manner. The newsletter endeavours
to cover some of our success stories
and also carries updates on our activities
in the last quarter. It will become a more
comprehensive publication in the times

the company.

Always Ready
A

t GO, there is always a need to adjust
the focus and working methods of
the staff so that they can play a key role
in driving forward the priorities set by
the management in contributing greater
efficiencies across the company.

A fire-fighting demonstration

Defensive Driving

Journey Management training.

Employees are briefed about fire-fighting
techniques

extinguishers. The training session was
supported by a practical demonstration.
Later, each participant was asked to
make a practical presentation of his fire
fighting knowledge. A quiz program was
also organized to add an element of
interactive fun to the event. The trainers
and organizers of the Fire Fighting
Training Course were Muhammad
Assif and Muhammad Fasihuddin from
GO, Muhammad Abid from Chevron
Pakistan and Saleem Akbar from Lyallpur
Carriage.

This is an approach to driving that
reduces the risk of collision by anticipating
dangerous situations, despite adverse
conditions or the mistakes of others. It is an
approach that is highly relevant to driving
conditions in Pakistan. Defensive driving
can be achieved through adherence to
a variety of general rules, as well as the
practice of specific driving techniques.
To this end, a Defensive Driving Course
was organized at the GO Sahiwal Depot
on April 18, 2015. It consisted of Driver
Management, Vehicle Management and

Fire fighting needs many levels of training
to deal with situations occurring at various
locations in an oil marketing company and
all personnel in the field must be able to
undertake firefighting functions in a safe
and competent manner.
To minimize accidents and potential
risks, a Fire Fighting Training Course was
organized in which personnel were trained
in handling and using different types of fire

Up to Speed

Get Up and GO Adding Value

T

G

he operations at GO revolve around
its current network across the
Punjab comprising an extensive storage,
transportation and retail network. It
has established itself as a dynamic
organization that is committed to
Pakistan’s development through quality
products and services. This approach
is constantly strengthened as GO builds
its share in an already busy market and
channels its operations along vibrant
lines.

GO Storage and Distribution facilities in
Sahiwal

Fire Fighting

O has succeeded in establishing its
presence and reputation as an aggressive and dynamic organization in a short
span. It offers top quality oil products at its
retail outlets that are environment friendly.

Milestones
GO’s progress ever since its inception is
dotted by a series of key milestones that indicate the progress of the company. These
milestones provide a dashboard for the various projects handled by the company and
identify the company’s progress. Some of
the milestones are:
Product Supply Agreements with PARCO
and BYCO
MOGAS Import Supply Arrangements
with PSO, HASCOL and BTCPL
PARCO pipeline transportation agreements for WOPP/MFM
Induction in IFEM mechanism
Product hospitality agreement with BTCPL at Machhike
MOGAS tank hiring arrangement with
ATC

M

anagement systems and products
certification add value to an organization as it raises confidence amongst
customers and stakeholders. GO is
aware of this need and has achieved
ISO 14001:2004 (Environmental Management System) Certification for its
Sahiwal Terminal.
The company is also working on obtaining certification in other relevant areas to further enhance its management
systems and product standards.
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New Appointment

M

r. Qasim Zaheer
has joined GO as
the Chief Operating Officer (COO). He brings
with him a highly professional background
and vast experience in
the petroleum industry.
We welcome him on board and wish him
all the best.

Happy to be team
member
“I have become a part of the GO team
with a lot of pride – and expectations,” Mr.
Qasim Zaheer said on joining GO. This is

the second time in his 20 years experience that Mr. Qasim has the challenge to
contribute to the development of a new
company in the oil marketing sector. He
is aware that it will be a great success
this time because the company plans to
achieve its goals through a comprehensive
approach based on incorporating all those
elements that lead to a successful culture
and by maintaining the highest benchmarks in terms of products and services.
“We have the passion to be the best in
class,” he said, “and are well aware of the
prevailing best standards in the industry.
We have ventured out to beat the best. I
foresee GO becoming a dynamic organization that will be evolved through a culture of diversity and will be managed by an
inspired lead team. This can only be done
if a vital difference permeates the way

we conduct our business. Our actions,
the level of our commitment, our forward
thinking, our capabilities and our passion
must meld into a single, result-oriented direction.”
In the coming days, Mr. Zaheer sees GO
witnessing strong and continuous development. This will be more discernible in terms
of marketing, sales and infrastructure and
will be backed by strong functional support and organizational development.
“This is the sort of growth that should
take our business from a provincial entity
to a countrywide operation,” he declared.
“We shall continuously raise the bar to
achieve this and give a sense of pride to
the company, our customers, our shareholders, our employees, and our business partners in the process. God bless
you all.”

Setting Course

Q

uality human resources make all the difference in a dynamic and growth-oriented organisation. There is unlimited
human resource potential and capabilities that forward-looking
organizations like GO incorporate for continued success. This
potential can be used only by creating a climate that continuously identifies, nurtures and utilizes the capabilities of competent people. To this end, the company adds competent people
to the team as it moves forward.

GO Helps Community
G

O intends to create value as a
responsible corporate citizen. It
has a strong commitment towards the
communities where it operates. It supports
public health and awareness initiatives
aimed at promoting social causes.
GO has actively participated in the
following CSR activities:

Students at school established & operated by GO
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Establishment and operation of a Dialysis
Centre at THQ Hospital, Burewala
Installation of Water Filtration Plant at
various locations
Establishment and functioning of the
Kauser Majeed Girls Model High School,
Burewala

Water filtration plant

Patients at medical facility established & managed by GO

GO
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